As a Video Producer & Editor at YT you are part of a growing and motivated creative team. You are involved in the planning and creation of
our global video projects. In addition to working on a wide range of exciting projects, your main responsibility will be to handle the day-today business in our own inhouse photo- & video studio. You will communicate with international colleagues on a daily basis and your work
will directly contribute to the achievement of our ambitious growth targets and product placements. At YT, we believe in direct
communication with flat hierarchies. In your role as video producer, you will work closely with our creative, marketing and development
team to create world-class campaigns.

YOUR Mission
•
•
•
•
•

Planning and creating “How-To-“, statement- and product videos in our in-house studio
Preparing, planning and filming riding edits
Editing, grading, sound design and motion graphics to finalize the projects
Supporting creative- and project management processes
You work in close collaboration with the creator team

WHAT YOU BRING In
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong affinity for mountain biking / riding bikes
You have a degree or completed apprenticeship as audiovisual media designer
At least 2 years of working experience as video creator & editor
Excellent communication skills
You think out of the box and bring in own ideas
Willingness to travel
Very good knowledge of various shooting techniques and light settings as well as camera technology
Very good knowledge of the Adobe Cloud, primarily Premiere Pro, After Effects and Photoshop
Advanced English skills, both written and verbal
Structured and team-oriented working methods
Positive attitude with flexible working style and high motivation

WHAT WE OFFER
•
•
•
•
•

An open-minded family culture
Training possibilities in the company's own gym
A cool team, with a free coffee flat rate
After-work rides with your YT family and legendary company parties
With the Franconian Switzerland one of the most beautiful bike regions, directly in front of the door

YT Industries was founded by Markus Flossmann in 2008 to give talented riders access to competitive dirt jump bikes. YT stands for Young Talent and reflects its
founder’s approach to life: No matter the age, it is never too late to explore your hidden talent or passion and to try something new.
It is never too late to LIVE UNCAGED.
To this day, YT focuses on mountain biking and offers a wide range of products from downhill and enduro to trail bikes as a direct-to-consumer brand. YT bikes are
distinguished by their high quality for an exceptional price. Be it Red Bull Rampage, Downhill World Championships, or World Cups,
YT bikes have dominated at the most challenging events and carried world-class athletes to major titles.

